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ABSTRACT

Vertical motions play a key role in the enhancement of primary production within mesoscale eddies

through the introduction of nutrients into the euphotic layer. However, the details of the vertical velocity field

w driving these enhancements remain under discussion. For the first time the mesoscale w associated with an

intrathermocline eddy is computed and analyzed using in situ high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) fields of

density and horizontal velocity by resolving a generalized omega equation valid for high Rossby numbers. In

the seasonal pycnocline the diagnosed w reveals a multipolar structure with upwelling and downwelling cells

located at the eddy periphery. In the main pycnocline w is characterized by a dipolar structure with down-

welling velocities upstreamof the propagation path and upwelling velocities downstream.Maximumvalues of

w reach 6.4m day21. An observed enhancement of chlorophyll-a at the eddy periphery coincides with the

location of the upwelling and downwelling cells. Analysis of the forcing terms of the generalized omega

equation indicates that the mechanisms behind the dipolar structure of the w field are a combination of

horizontal deformation and advection of vertical relative vorticity by ageostrophic vertical shear. The wind

during the eddy sampling was rather constant and uniform with a speed of 5m s21. Diagnosed nonlinear

Ekman pumping leads to a dipolar pattern that mirrors the inferred w. Horizontal ageostrophic secondary

circulation is dominated by centripetal acceleration and closes the dipole w structure. Vertical fluxes act to

maintain the intrathermocline eddy structure.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous features of the

World Ocean and are associated with important bio-

geochemical activity due to both their horizontal and

vertical motions (McGillicuddy 2016). There are two types

of eddies depending on their sense of rotation: anticyclonic

eddies, which have negative (positive) vertical relative

vorticity, and cyclonic eddies, which are characterized by

positive (negative) vertical relative vorticity in the North-

ern (Southern) Hemisphere. A particular type of anticy-

clones is intrathermocline eddies, which are subsurface

intensified eddies also rotating anticyclonically but with

dome-shaped (bowl shaped) isopycnals in the upper

(lower) layers (McGillicuddy et al. 2007).

Ageostrophic secondary circulation (ASC), which in-

cludes the ageostrophic horizontal velocity and the
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vertical velocity, has an important role within mesoscale

structures through the restoring of thermal wind balance.

The vertical velocities associated with ASC play an im-

portant role in the oceanic vertical pump (Klein and

Lapeyre 2009), which has been defined as those physical

processes, mainly at the submesoscale range [spatial

scales below the first baroclinic Rossby deformation ra-

dius, 0.1–10km (Shcherbina et al. 2015)], that drive in-

tense nutrient fluxes into the euphotic layer, changing the

plankton community structure and enhancing primary

production and, hence, having a major impact on the

marine carbon cycle. Measuring vertical velocities in the

ocean is challenging because of their small order of

magnitude when compared with horizontal velocities,

W ; (1023–1024)U ; 10mday21 for the mesoscale and

W ; (1022)U ; 100mday21 for the submesoscale

(Mahadevan and Tandon 2006). Attempts to measure

vertical velocities in the ocean include tracer release ex-

periments and Lagrangian isopycnal drifter measure-

ments (Hansen and Paul 1987; Schultz Tokos et al. 1994;

Lindstrom and Watts 1994; McGillicuddy et al. 2007;

Harcourt et al. 2002;D’Asaro et al. 2011).Although these

attempts have provided an estimate of vertical velocities,

they have not been able to give details of the corre-

sponding fields and, thus, details of the forcing mecha-

nisms. As detailed next, with this purpose different

approaches were envisaged through the inference of the

vertical velocity field from the sampled density and hor-

izontal velocity fields using distinct forms of the so-called

omega equation or inverse methods (Viúdez et al. 1996;
Thomas et al. 2010).

Methods to infer vertical velocity from diagnostic

equations in geophysical flows were first derived for the

atmosphere. Hoskins et al. (1978) used quasigeostrophic

theory (QG) to diagnose vertical motion in the atmo-

sphere by implementing the Q vector form of the omega

equation that is valid for the low Rossby number (Ro)

regime. In their formulation, QG vertical velocity re-

sults from the adjustment process that takes place when

thermal wind balance is destroyed by the geostrophic

deformation field (Durran and Snellman 1987). Tintoré
et al. (1991) and Pollard and Regier (1992) reformulated

the QG omega equation for the ocean in order to esti-

mate vertical velocities in oceanic mesoscale frontal

regions. Since these earlier studies, the QG omega

equation has been widely applied to infer vertical ve-

locities in oceanic mesoscale features, taking advantage

of the fact that only the measured density field and re-

lated variables are needed (Shearman et al. 2000;Martin

and Richards 2001; Rodríguez et al. 2001; Benítez-
Barrios et al. 2011; Pascual et al. 2015; Barceló-Llull
et al. 2016). Further developments of the omega equa-

tion in order to provide more accuracy in the diagnosis

of vertical velocity include the ageostrophic advection

of geostrophic velocity leading to the so-called

semigeostrophic (SG) omega equation (Hoskins and

Draghici 1977). This ageostrophic advection becomes

relevant where there are significant horizontal variations

in static stability and potential vorticity, such as in sharp

fronts, leading to high Ro and thus invalidating the QG

form (Pedder and Thorpe 1999; Badin 2012). As for the

QG form, the SG form allows, in practice, the compu-

tation of vertical velocity from geostrophic flow as

obtained from density measurements only (Pinot

et al. 1996).

Prior to the reformulation by Hoskins et al. (1978) into

the Q vector form, the first formulation of the omega

equation presented an undesirable cancellation of the

forcing terms that made determination of their relative

strengths extremely difficult (Trenberth 1978). To

solve this difficulty, Viúdez et al. (1996) proposed a

generalized form of the omega equation for the

ocean in terms of the material rate of change of the

differential ageostrophic vertical relative vorticity,

instead of the local rate of change of the differen-

tial geostrophic vertical relative vorticity. Using

primitive equation numerical experiments, Viúdez
and Dritschel (2004) tested the accuracy of the three

cited forms of the omega equation, concluding that the

generalized form was the most accurate in the di-

agnosis of vertical velocities. Therefore, the general-

ized omega equation of Viúdez et al. (1996) is both less

restrictive and more accurate than the Q vector–based

QG and SG forms and, in addition, it allows vertical

velocity diagnoses in highly ageostrophic environ-

ments. However, as it is primitive equation based, one

disadvantage of this form is that it requires measure-

ments of both the density and horizontal velocity

fields. As in this study we have accurately measured

both these fields, we will apply the generalized omega

equation form derived by Viúdez et al. (1996) for the

diagnosis of vertical velocities in our sampled sub-

tropical intrathermocline eddy.

As the alongfront flow may be considered linear, ver-

tical velocity in mesoscale frontal regions can only be di-

agnosed from cross-front vertical sections of density (QG

and SG omega equation forms) or from both cross-front

vertical sections of density and horizontal velocity (gen-

eralized omega equation form). Two-dimensional and

three-dimensional diagnoses have contributed to a better

understandingofASCs and the associatedprocesses in these

regions (Pollard and Regier 1992; Allen and Smeed 1996;

Naveira Garabato et al. 2001; Pallàs-Sanz et al.

2010a,b). However, in the case ofmesoscale eddies, as the

flow is nonlinear, a three-dimensional (3D) quasi-synoptic

grid of the above fields is needed to diagnose vertical
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velocity with a generalized omega equation. For this

reason, studies of ASCs in mesoscale eddies are no-

tably more scarce than they are in frontal regions.

Allen and Smeed (1996) diagnose the vertical velocity

at the Iceland–Færœs Front and the related eddy field

using the QG omega equation from density data ob-

tained from SeaSoar tracks. Their Fig. 11 shows a di-

polar structure for the vertical velocity related with a

cyclonic eddy, with an upwelling cell on one side and a

downwelling cell on the other. However, because of

the low resolution between SeaSoar tracks (50 km), it

is difficult to well establish the details of such vari-

ability. They relate this dipolar pattern to vortex

stretching. Martin and Richards (2001) also diagnose

the vertical velocity field in an intrathermocline eddy

using the QG omega equation, obtaining a multipolar

vertical velocity distribution that may be consistent

with an azimuthal perturbation of the eddy shape.

However, the inferred vertical velocity field shows

significant errors that arise from the necessary com-

promise between the spatial resolution and the syn-

opticity of the eddy sampling (Klein and Lapeyre

2009). Benítez-Barrios et al. (2011) estimate the QG

vertical velocity in an intrathermocline eddy in the

northwest (NW) African coastal transition zone. Their

low-resolution data also suggest a dipolar structure

for the QG vertical velocity field with a downwelling

(upwelling) cell in the western (eastern) side. Buongiorno

Nardelli et al. (2001) infer the QG vertical velocity in a

cyclonic eddy in the Atlantic–Ionian stream, finding

also a dipolar distribution of QG vertical velocity. More

recently, Buongiorno Nardelli (2013) estimated the

vertical velocity in a cyclonic Aghulas ring using the SG

omega equation from combined satellite–in situ synthetic

reconstructed data. His results show that the vertical ve-

locity field is organized in a dipolar pattern within the

eddy core and in an octopolar pattern along the eddy

periphery consisting of alternating upwelling and down-

welling cells. He suggests that these patterns could be

related with vortex Rossby waves (McWilliams et al.

2003). Barceló-Llull et al. (2016) also diagnose the QG

vertical velocity field in the southeast Pacific from a

similar synthetic observation-based product combining

satellite and in situ data. With this low-resolution data

(1/38) they find dipolar distributions of vertical velocity

within mesoscale eddies.

Related with the difficulty of obtaining 3D quasi-

synoptic fields with enough resolution, most of the

studies of ASC in mesoscale eddies have been oriented

toward the particular process of the self-induced

Ekman pumping, paying particular attention to its ef-

fects on chlorophyll-a distribution (Gaube et al. 2014,

2015). Three mechanisms have been identified that

are linked with this process (Gaube et al. 2015). The

first mechanism results from the wind stress curl in-

duced by the differences between surface winds and

ocean velocities that give rise to an Ekman upwelling

(downwelling) at the cores of anticyclones (cyclones)

(Martin and Richards 2001; McGillicuddy et al. 2007;

Gaube et al. 2015). As formulated by Stern (1965),

the second mechanism arises from the interaction

of the surface wind stress with the surface geo-

strophic vertical vorticity gradient and results in me-

soscale dipoles of Ekman upwelling and downwelling

(McGillicuddy et al. 2008; Gaube et al. 2015). When

the eddy periphery contains a submesoscale frontal

region, it has been proposed that this second mecha-

nism also leads to Ekman dipoles but only at the pe-

riphery and at the submesoscale range (Mahadevan

et al. 2008). The third mechanism is secondary, and it is

associated with the wind stress curl induced by sea

surface temperature gradients (Chelton and Xie 2010;

Gaube et al. 2015). The first mechanism is named lin-

ear Ekman pumping, and the second is named non-

linear Ekman pumping (McGillicuddy et al. 2008;

Gaube et al. 2015).

There is growing evidence to indicate that anticy-

clonic eddies may be as productive as cyclonic ones in

the enhancement of primary production [see recent re-

view of McGillicuddy (2016)]. However, the details and

mechanisms responsible for such enhancement are still

under discussion. McGillicuddy et al. (2007) observed

an extraordinary phytoplankton bloom at the core

of a subtropical intrathermocline eddy and proposed

that linear Ekman pumping was the mechanism re-

sponsible. Alternatively, Mahadevan et al. (2008),

using numerical modeling, proposed that phyto-

plankton enhancement occurs at the eddy periphery at

the submesoscale range due to the nonlinear Ekman

mechanism and is then advected toward its core.

Composite averages of chlorophyll-a and linear Ekman

pumping as obtained from satellite data support the

enhancement of chlorophyll-a at anticyclonic eddy

cores due to linear Ekman pumping (Gaube et al.

2013, 2014). However, as shown in Fig. 3 of Calil and

Richards (2010), instantaneous fields of altimetry and

chlorophyll-a indicate that this enhancement occurs at

the eddy periphery instead of at the eddy core, non-

linear Ekman pumping being a plausible candidate for

such enhancement.

As alreadymentioned, there are few studies of ASC in

mesoscale eddies due to the difficulty in obtaining quasi-

synoptic 3D fields with high resolution. On the other

hand, most of the attempts to investigate the influence of

mesoscale eddies on chlorophyll-a distributions are

based on remote sensing observations, due also to the
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difficulty in obtaining 3D in situ fields. Furthermore,

these studies focus only on the self-induced Ekman

pumping process without diagnosing the vertical veloc-

ity field as a result of all processes causing vertical mo-

tions as formulated by the generalized omega equation.

To fill this gap, in September 2014 we conducted an in-

terdisciplinary survey of a subtropical intrathermocline

eddy in the framework of the Study of the Vertical

Oceanic Pump in mesoscale eddies (PUMP) project. A

detailed description of the eddy structure and dynamics

may be found in B. Barceló-Llull et al. (2017). Here we

describe and discuss the eddy ASC and its role in

chlorophyll-a enhancement using high-resolution quasi-

synoptic 3D in situ fields.

2. Data and methods

a. Dataset and optimal interpolation

The PUMP interdisciplinary survey of a subtropical

intrathermocline eddy was carried out from 3 to

20 September 2014 aboard the R/V BIO Hespérides.
The PUMP eddy was generated 4 months earlier at the

island of Tenerife in the Canary Islands. The Canary

Islands continuously spin off mesoscale eddies that

form the so-called Canary Eddy Corridor, which is the

main pathway for long-lived eddies in the subtropical

northeast Atlantic (Sangrà et al. 2009). Guided by its

signal in altimetric sea level anomaly (SLA) fields, we

first crossed the eddy with two transects sampled with

continuous tows of a conductivity–temperature–depth

(CTD) probe on an undulating vehicle (SeaSoar MK

II) during the days 3–5 September 2014 (Fig. 1, black

dashed lines) to locate the eddy center and determine

its size. Then, in order to obtain the 3D fields for the

diagnosis of vertical velocities, we sampled a grid cen-

tered on the eddy center. The grid consisted of six

SeaSoar (Fig. 1, gray lines) and three discrete CTD (the

SeaSoar CTD was attached to a CTD rosette system

after a failure of the SeaSoar; Fig. 1, gray dots) zonal

transects of length 90 nautical miles (nmi; 1 nmi 5
1.852 km); the distance between the transects was

10nmi. The rosette stationswere also 10nmi apart, while

the SeaSoar undulating vehicle provided profiles sep-

arated by 4 km with an effective vertical resolution of

72 cm. The rosette transects were completed in ;16 h,

while the long (short) SeaSoar transects were com-

pleted in ;12 h (9 h) with a ship speed of 8 kt (1 kt 5
0.51m s21). The time of navigation between transects

was ;1.5 h. The 3D survey was accomplished in 5 days

(6–11 September 2014). With this sampling strategy we

tried to reach a compromise between the spatial reso-

lution and the synopticity of the eddy sampling

(Martin andRichards 2001). Allen et al. (2001) study the

implications on vertical velocity estimations of the er-

rors associated with the sampling strategy. They

analyze a sampling strategy similar to the PUMP survey

to sample mesoscale structures consisting of transects

separated by ;23 km and with an along-track resolu-

tion of ;5 km, considering a ship speed of ;8 kt, and

with a total sampling duration of ;4.5 days. They find

that the vertical velocity distribution remains un-

altered, while its magnitude is reduced because of the

smoothing introduced by the sampling resolution,

without alterations due to the lack of synopticity.

Hence, we may conclude that the PUMP survey

followed a sampling strategy well compromised to es-

timate vertical motions.

The SeaSoar MK II measurements extended from

10m down to 325m, while discrete CTD casts were

made to a nominal depth of 400m. Both the SeaSoar

MK II and CTD rosette systems were equipped with

CTD SB9111 probes, additionally equipped with a

Seapoint chlorophyll fluorometer sensor, which pro-

vided fluorescence measurements. Raw data files were

processed with Sea-Bird Seasoft software (http://www.

seabird.com/software/softrev.htm) and vertically aver-

aged into 8-m bins. The International Thermodynamic

Equation Of Seawater—2010 (TEOS-10) algorithms to

calculate Absolute Salinity SA and Conservative Tem-

perature Q and all derived variables were used (Feistel

2003, 2008). Chlorophyll-a concentrations were esti-

mated from the in situ fluorescence provided by

the fluorometer sensor previously calibrated with

256 samples of extracted chlorophyll-a, according

to Holm-Hansen et al. (1965). The relationship be-

tween the readings of the fluorometer F and the

chlorophyll-a concentration extracted from seawater

samples (CHL) is CHL (mgm23) 5 0.5078F 2 0.005;

R25 0.5773; this was used to transform in situ fluorescence

to actual chlorophyll-a.

In addition, current velocities were observed contin-

uously through a hull-mounted RDI acoustic Doppler

current profiler (ADCP) Ocean Surveyor, working at

75 kHz. The ADCP gave raw data with 5-min ensembles

from the surface to 800-m depth and a bin size of 8m.

The raw data were quality controlled with the Common

Oceanographic Data Access System (CODAS; Firing

et al. 1995). On average, the controlled profiles provide

good data from 21- to 625-m depth. The velocities were

calibrated for transducer misalignment, adjusted from

ship relative currents to absolute currents using GPS

position measurements and spatially averaged each

0.098.
The density and horizontal velocity data were objec-

tively interpolated onto a regular grid (Fig. 1, crosses)
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with a horizontal resolution of 0.18 3 0.18 (;half the

original resolution of 10 nmi) and a vertical resolution of

8m (Bretherton et al. 1976). The data covariance was

fitted with a 2D Gaussian function with semimajor and

semiminor axes of Lx 5 Ly 5 40km. These correlation

scales (Lx and Ly) were selected by analyzing the au-

tocorrelation matrix of the observed fields and are of

the order of the eddy radius. With this interpolation,

wavelengths smaller than the correlation lengths of the

covariance function are filtered (Le Traon 1990). This

smoothing is important for solving the omega equation

as it requires computing second-order spatial de-

rivatives of the interpolated fields (Pallàs-Sanz et al.

2010a). The mean fields were assumed to be planar for

density and constant for horizontal velocity (Rudnick

1996). The uncorrelated noise is set to 3% of the signal

energy (Rudnick 1996; Pallàs-Sanz et al. 2010a).

From chlorophyll-a data we estimated the deep

chlorophyll-a maximum (DCM), which was objectively

interpolated onto a horizontal grid of 0.18 3 0.18 with
the above Gaussian function and considering planar

mean field.

b. Inference of the geostrophic flow and the
generalized omega equation

The geostrophic flow is estimated from the observed

density field through thermal wind balance, imposing

the ADCP velocity at the deeper depth of the density

dataset (325m). Then, we estimate the ageostrophic

horizontal velocity as the difference between the total

(ADCP) horizontal velocity and the geostrophic ve-

locity ua
h 5 uh 2 ug, where the superscript g denotes

geostrophy, a denotes ageostrophy, and uh is the total

horizontal velocity (Thomas et al. 2010).

The adiabatic generalized omega equation used in this

study is the Q vector form (Pallàs-Sanz and Viúdez
2005)

N2=2
hw1 f (f 1 z)w

zz
5 2=

h
�Q

h|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
SDEF

1 f zaph � =2
huh|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

SADV

, (1)

where f5 2V sinu is the Coriolis parameter (considered

constant and computed at the mean latitude u), with V
representingEarth’s angular velocity ( f5 6.43 1025 s21);

N2 5 2ga0rz is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, where

a0 5 r21
0 is the mean specific volume, g is gravity, r is

the density, and subscript z indicates a vertical derivative.

Vertical relative vorticity is estimated as z 5 yx 2 uy,

where u and y are the zonal and meridional currents

and x and y subscripts represent partial derivatives in

the eastward and northward directions. The horizontal

pseudovorticity vector is an anticlockwise rotation of

the vertical shear, zph 5 (2yz, uz), while z
a
ph 5 (2yaz, u

a
z)

is the ageostrophic horizontal pseudovorticity vector.

The term zaph can be viewed as the anticlockwise rota-

tion of the thermal wind imbalance asTWI5 ( fua
z, f y

a
z),

and hence f zaph 5 k3TWI (Giordani et al. 2006). TheQ

vector represents the deformation of the horizontal

density gradient by the total horizontal velocity field

Q 5 =huh � =hb, where b 5 rga0 is the buoyancy.

The forcing terms of the generalized omega equation

are on the right-hand side (rhs) of (1). The term SDEF is

related to the total deformation field and can be de-

composed into its geostrophic and ageostrophic com-

ponents: SDEF 5 SDEFG 1 SDEFA. The term SADV is

related to the vertical shear of the ageostrophic hori-

zontal current through zaph. Giordani et al. (2006) relate

SADV with the stretching and reorientation of the

FIG. 1. Map of the PUMP eddy SLA (cm) signal from AVISO on 6 Sep 2014 (gray thin

contours). Black dashed lines represent the SeaSoar transects to detect the eddy center. Thick

gray lines and dots show the grid for the 3D eddy sampling with SeaSoar continuous tows and

CTD casts, respectively. Black crosses represent the interpolation grid.
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preexisting zaph by the total horizontal current field. On

the left-hand side (lhs) of (1) an elliptic operator

(if f 1 z $ 0) is applied to the vertical velocity w. The

resulting elliptic equation is solved with an iterative re-

laxation method and constrained by Dirichlet boundary

conditions, that is, w 5 0.

To analyze the accuracy of the derived geostrophic

field including theADCP velocity at the reference level

(325-m depth), we alternatively estimated the geo-

strophic field by using the method proposed by

Rudnick (1996) based on the imposition of constraints

such as the horizontal nondivergence of the velocity

field. The derived ageostrophic horizontal velocity

obtained subtracting the constrained geostrophic ve-

locity to the ADCP velocity showed the same vertical

shear as the field estimated through the thermal wind

balance, being the magnitude smaller. The slight dif-

ference in magnitude between the estimated fields with

each methodology only affects the SDEFG and SDEFA

forcing terms.

c. Wind-induced vertical velocities

Wind-induced vertical motions arise from the

force of the surface wind stress t 5 (tx, ty, 0) (super-

scripts x and y denote eastward and northward com-

ponents) through Ekman pumping. The wind speed

field during the PUMP cruise is obtained from the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model

(Skamarock et al. 2008). The surface wind stress, con-

sidering eddy–wind interaction, is estimated from the

bulk formula:

t5 r
a
C

D
u
rel
ju

rel
j , (2)

where ra5 1.3 kgm23 is the air density, andCD5 1.143
1023 is a drag coefficient considered constant with wind

velocities between 4 and 10ms21 (Large 1979). The

relative wind speed is represented by urel 5 ua 2 u0,

where ua is the surface wind at 10m above the mean sea

level, and u0 is the surface ocean velocity. Ekman

transport due to eddy–wind interaction can be written as

(Stern 1965)

T
E
’ 2

k3 t

r
0
( f 1 z

0
)
, (3)

and the associated Ekman pumping is

w
Ep

5=
h
� T

E
5

k

r
0
(f 1 z

0
)
� =

h
3 t

1
k3 t

r
0
( f 1 z

0
)2
� =

h
(f 1 z

0
) ,

(4)

where r0 is the mean density (1026.4 kgm23), and z0 is

the geostrophic vertical relative vorticity at the sea

surface. The first term on the rhs of (4) is the linear

Ekman pumping, and it is related to the wind stress curl.

The second term on the rhs of (4) is the nonlinear Ekman

pumping, which is proportional to the advection of

absolute vorticity by the Ekman transport.

3. Results

a. Intrathermocline eddy structure

The PUMP eddy is an anticyclonic intrathermocline

eddy characterized by a biconvex shape of the iso-

pycnals with a doming (depression) of the upper

(deeper) layers corresponding to the seasonal (main)

pycnocline. At the time of the survey, the PUMP eddy

was 4 months old with a vertical extension of 500-m

and 46-km radius. The eddy had a subsurface dynam-

ical core embedded between the seasonal and main

FIG. 2. Horizontal distribution of the deformation field a (1025 s21) in gray contours at (a) 45- and (b) 165-m

depth. Solid contours represent diffluent flow (a. 0) and dashed contours confluent flow (a, 0). Vectors indicate

the ADCP velocity.
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pycnoclines (centered at 85-m depth) with maximum

horizontal velocities of 0.5ms21. The subsurface hori-

zontal velocity maximum is consistent with the typical

biconvex intrathermocline eddy shape through thermal

wind balance. Within the dynamical core the extreme

Rossby number, Ro 5 z/f, reaches 20.6. Hence, the

PUMP eddy is moderately ageostrophic, and the appli-

cation of the QG approximation would neglect an im-

portant contribution of the ageostrophic horizontal

motions, otherwise considered in the generalized omega

equation used in this study. On the other hand, the eddy

hydrographic core was located between 200- and 500-m

depth and was characterized by warmer, saltier, and

lighter anomalies of temperature, salinity, and density,

respectively. A detailed description of the PUMP eddy

is given by B. Barceló-Llull et al. (2017).
Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of the

deformation field (a 5 ux 2 yy) at 45 (domed seasonal

pycnocline) and 165m (depressed main pycnocline)

with the ADCP velocity vectors superimposed. Alter-

nating cells with confluent (a , 0) and diffluent flows

(a . 0) are localized at the eddy periphery with max-

imum absolute values of ;0.26f. Confluent/diffluent

flow creates propitious conditions for thermal wind

imbalance (TWI) and, in consequence, ASC (Hoskins

and Bretherton 1972; Hoskins et al. 1978; Spall 1997).

From the horizontal distribution of a, we expect ASC

to arise at the eddy periphery.

b. Vertical velocity distribution and
chlorophyll-a signature

Horizontal sections at different depths of the esti-

mated vertical velocity within the PUMP eddy are

shown in Fig. 3. In the upper layers, the vertical velocity

distribution is characterized by small and weak

upwelling (w . 0) and downwelling (w , 0) cells lo-

calized at the eddy periphery (Fig. 3a). Below 85-m

depth, the horizontal distribution of w changes

gradually to a dipolar pattern (Figs. 3b–d) with a

downwelling (upwelling) cell on the western (eastern)

edge of the anticyclonic eddy. At 165-m depth

(Fig. 3c), the dipolar distribution of w reaches max-

ima of26.3 and 3.3m day21. Figure 4 shows a vertical

section of the vertical velocity along 26.18N. At this

zonal section the dipolar distribution of w extends

from the surface to the deepest available data depth

FIG. 3. Mesoscale vertical velocityw (m day21) in thick black contours (contour interval of 1m day21) estimated

from the generalized omega equation at different depths: (a) 45, (b) 101, (c) 165, and (d) 253m. Thin gray contours

represent the potential density anomaly su (kgm
23) for reference.
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(325m). The downwelling cell is broader, and it

is approximately 2 times larger than the upwelling

cell. Maxima of w are located between 160- and

185-m depth.

Within the PUMP eddy, the vertical velocity extrema

are located along the eddy periphery over the whole

water column, while in the eddy center the vertical

motions are negligible. To validate this result, Fig. 5

shows the DCM distribution. Along the eddy periphery

the DCM has maximum values ranging from 0.36 to

0.41mgm23, while at the eddy center the minima reach

0.30mgm23 and are similar to the minima of the outer

region. Hence, the DCM distribution is annular with

relative minima at the eddy center and outside

the eddy.

c. Sources of vertical velocity

A detailed analysis of the sources of vertical velocity

within the PUMP eddy is performed through the in-

tegration of (1) with each individual forcing term

(Pallàs-Sanz et al. 2010b).With this procedure we obtain

the contribution of the deformation field wDEF, the

contribution of the pseudovorticity termwADV, andwith

the decomposition of the deformation Q vector in its

geostrophic and ageostrophic counterparts, we obtain

wDEFG and wDEFA, respectively. Consequently, w 5
wDEF 1 wADV, and wDEF 5 wDEFG 1 wDEFA.

Figure 6 shows the horizontal average of the absolute

value of the total vertical velocity hjwjiH (thick black

line), hjwDEFjiH and hjwADVjiH (thin black lines), and

hjwDEFGjiH and hjwDEFAjiH (thin gray lines). The

quantity hjwjiH has a subsurface maximum located at

85-m depth corresponding to the eddy dynamical core

and a deeper maximum located at 150-m depth corre-

sponding to the upper boundary of the eddy hydrographic

core. These local maxima are related to maxima in the

vertical shear of the ageostrophic horizontal velocity

(B. Barceló-Llull et al. 2017), and, in consequence, they

are related to the SADV forcing term through the ageo-

strophic horizontal pseudovorticity vector. The defor-

mation and pseudovorticity contributions are, however,

similarly important throughout the water column, with a

slight dominance of wADV (wDEF) in the upper (below)

200-m depth. On the other hand,wDEF ismainly driven by

its geostrophic componentwDEFG, while the ageostrophic

component wDEFA has its maximum at the base of the

Ekman layer (dE 5 32m; see section 3d) and is almost

constant throughout the water column.

Horizontal sections of the contributions of vertical

velocity are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The contributions

wDEF and wADV at 45-m depth (seasonal pycnocline)

have similar magnitudes but different horizontal distri-

butions (Figs. 6, 7a,b). While wDEF is characterized by

small alternating upwelling and downwelling cells lo-

cated at the eddy periphery, wADV has a dipolar distri-

bution with a downwelling (upwelling) cell at the

northwestern (eastern) edge of the PUMP eddy. Both

FIG. 4. Vertical section along 26.18N of the mesoscale vertical

velocity w (m day21) in thick black contours (with a contour in-

terval of 1m day21) estimated from the generalized omega equa-

tion. Thin gray contours represent the potential density anomaly

su, with a contour interval of 0.1 kgm23 for reference.

FIG. 5. DCM objectively interpolated with a correlation scale of

40 km. Black contours represent the potential density anomaly su

at 101-m depth for reference.
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wDEF and wADV contributions give rise to the total

vertical velocity distribution at 45-m depth (Fig. 3a). At

165-m depth (main pycnocline), wDEF and wADV have

slightly different orders of magnitude (Figs. 6, 8a,b).

Maxima wDEF of 22.2 and 2.5mday21 occur at the

downwelling/upwelling cells located along the eddy pe-

riphery, while wADV extremum of 24.1m day21 is lo-

cated at the western downwelling cell; the weaker

eastern upwelling cell has maximum of 2.1mday21. The

wDEF contribution is characterized by a quadripolar

distribution, while wADV is characterized by an asym-

metric dipolar pattern. Both vertical velocities contrib-

ute to the total vertical velocity distribution (Fig. 3c)

characterized by a dipolar pattern with an intensified

western downwelling cell and a broader eastern up-

welling cell.

Although wDEF and wADV have similar magnitudes

over the whole water column and make similar contri-

butions to thew distribution,wDEF is mainly forced by its

geostrophic component wDEFG, as can be seen in Figs. 6,

7, and 8. The wDEFG contribution estimated with the

constrained geostrophic velocity obtained using the

Rudnick (1996) method shows the same multipolar and

quadripolar distributions with a negligible difference in

shape and the samemagnitude (not shown).Hence, thew

distribution within the PUMP eddy is mainly driven by

both wDEFG and wADV.

d. Ekman pumping

Eddy–wind-induced Ekman pumping is derived fol-

lowing Stern (1965), and the wind stress is parameterized

considering the eddy surface currents (section 2c). The

wind stress computed from the bulk equation (2) has a

spatially averaged value of 2.8 3 1022Nm22. Using this

value, the Ekman layer depth is dE ’ 0:4u*/f 5 32m,

where the frictional velocity is obtained from

u*5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijtj/r0

p
5 53 1023m s21 (Pallàs-Sanz et al. 2010a).

Figure 9a shows the spatial distribution of the (scaled)

geostrophic vertical relative vorticity at 21-m depth (z0/f),

which is the shallowest depth available, with the wind

stress superimposed. The z0 has minimum values at the

eddy center of20.34f and a positive vorticity (z0 . 0) belt

surrounding it. Thedirectionof thewind stress is defined by

the direction of the trade winds. The resulting Ekman

transport is directed 908 clockwise to the wind stress

direction.
The total Ekman pumping wEp and its linear and

nonlinear components are shown in Fig. 9. The wind

stress curl was small during the sampling of the PUMP

eddy. As a consequence, the linear Ekman pumping

in the PUMP eddy (Fig. 9c) has small values of

0.1mday21 at the eddy center, a magnitude smaller

than the inferred vertical velocity using the omega

equation. On the other hand, nonlinear Ekman

pumping (Fig. 9d) has higher maximum values of

0.5mday21 and a dipolar distribution centered at the

eddy core and oriented along the direction of the Ekman

transport, that is,w, 0 (w. 0) at the western (eastern)

edge of the eddy. The resulting (total) Ekman pumping

(Fig. 9b) has a dipolar distribution driven by the non-

linear component and reaches values of 20.7 and

0.5mday21 at the eddy periphery.

Ekman model provides an estimate of the vertical

velocity at the base of the Ekman layer driven by the

interaction between wind and ocean surface currents.

This interaction is a diabatic process driven by turbulent

momentum fluxes. To compare the estimated Ekman

pumping with the vertical velocity field derived by re-

solving (1), we have also integrated the diabatic version

of the generalized omega equation proposed by Pallàs-
Sanz et al. (2010b), in which an additional forcing term

related with the parameterized transfer of momentum is

included. The vertical eddy viscosity is parameterized

with a mixed layer depth (MLD) profile (Nagai et al.

2006). The vertical velocity field inferred through the

diabatic version of the generalized omega equation has

the same distribution inside the eddy region as the adia-

batically derived vertical velocity, while an enhancement

ofw is found outside the eddy periphery where the MLD

is deeper (not shown). On the other hand, the wind

FIG. 6. Horizontal average of the absolute value of the vertical

velocity estimated with each individual forcing term in (1), with the

sum SDEF 1 SADV, and with SDEFG and SDEFA.
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effects may also contribute significantly to the ageo-

strophic vertical shear used to construct SADV. Hence, a

comparison of the Ekman pumping with the vertical ve-

locity induced by the SADV forcing term is justified. In-

deed, if we compare the total Ekman pumping

distribution (Fig. 9b) with the wADV distribution at 45-m

depth (Fig. 7b), we observe a similar dipolar pattern that

is slightly rotated but with similar magnitude.

e. Horizontal ageostrophic secondary circulation

Figure 10a shows a vertical section along 26.18N of

the ASC zonal and vertical components (ua, w). In the

seasonal pycnocline, ua is mainly directed westward

and has maximum values of the order of 0.1m s21 lo-

cated at the eddy periphery where the horizontal gra-

dients of su are larger. In the deeper layers (between

175- and 265-m depth), ua is directed to the east and

advects flow from the downwelling cell to the upwell-

ing cell to conserve mass in incompressible flow.

Therefore, a cyclonic cell of ASC develops within the

anticyclonic eddy.

The horizontal flow in the PUMP eddy is, on average,

supergeostrophic as juhj. jugj (B.Barceló-Llull et al. 2017).

Figure 10b shows the horizontal distribution of the

horizontal ASC ua
h at 165-m depth, which is charac-

terized by an anticyclonic circulation reaching maxi-

mum values of ;0.07m s21 at the eddy periphery.

Horizontal ASC can be written using the inviscid

horizontal momentum equation

Du
h

Dt
1 fk3ua

h 5 0 (5)

as (e.g., Pallàs-Sanz and Viúdez 2007)

ua
h 5

1

f
k3

Du
h

Dt
5

1

f
k3

�
›u

h

›t
1 u

h
� =

h
u
h
1w

›u
h

›z

�
. (6)

Hence, in accordance with (6), the horizontal ASC can

be interpreted as an anticlockwise rotation of the ma-

terial rate of change of the (total) horizontal velocity.

With the PUMP eddy dataset, that is, only one re-

alization, we are not able to estimate the local temporal

rate of change of the horizontal velocity. On the other

hand, within the PUMP eddy the horizontal advective

acceleration is two orders of magnitude higher than the

vertical advective acceleration (not shown). Figure 10c

FIG. 7. Mesoscale vertical velocity w (m day21) in thick black contours (contour interval of 0.5m day21) esti-

mated with each individual forcing term in (1) at 45-m depth. Gray contours represent the potential density

anomaly su for reference.
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shows the horizontal distribution of this term scaled by

the planetary vorticity f at 165-m depth. It points to the

eddy center and has orders of magnitude of 0.05m s21.

Hence, its anticlockwise rotation agrees with the

direction and magnitude of the horizontal ASC

(Fig. 10b) within the eddy core. Therefore, the hori-

zontal advective acceleration within the PUMP eddy,

uh � =huh, is the most important contribution to the

horizontal ASC.

The horizontal advective acceleration in the

(s5 uh/juhj, n5 k3 s) reference frame can be decom-

posed into two components:

u
h
� =

h
u
h
5

d

ds

�
u2

2

�
s1 u2kn , (7)

where k is the streamline curvature, and d/ds is the di-

rectional derivative along s (Pallàs-Sanz and Viúdez
2007). The first term on the rhs of (7) is the speed ac-

celeration, and the second term is the centripetal ac-

celeration. As the horizontal advective acceleration

clearly points to the eddy center (Fig. 10c), it is strongly

suggested that the centripetal acceleration dominates

the distribution. As a conclusion, horizontal ASC

within the PUMP eddy is mainly driven by the cen-

tripetal acceleration.

f. Interpretation of the sources of ASC

The forcing term SDEF can be decomposed into two

components:

S
DEF

5 2=
h
�Q

h
5 2=

h
� (=

h
u
h
� =

h
b)5 2=2

huh
� =

h
b

1 2=
h
u
h
:=

h
(=

h
b) ,

and using the thermal wind balance relation =hb5 k3ug
z

and the approximation =2
huh ’ k3=hz (Pallàs-Sanz and

Viúdez 2005), SDEF can be written as

S
DEF

’ 2f (k3=
h
z) � (k3ug

z)1 2=
h
u
h
:=

h
(=

h
b)

5 2fug
z � =h

z1 2=
h
u
h
:=

h
(=

h
b) .

The first term is the horizontal advection of vertical

relative vorticity by the geostrophic vertical shear,

and the second term is related to a correlation be-

tween spatial changes of uh and =hb. A scale analysis

of these two components shows similar orders of

magnitude, and hence both terms contribute to the

SDEF forcing term. On the other hand, SADV can be

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for 165-m depth (contour interval of 1m day21).
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approximated as the horizontal advection of vertical

relative vorticity by the ageostrophic vertical shear:

S
ADV

5 f zaph � =2
huh

’ f (k3 ua
hz) � (k3=

h
z)’ fua

hz � =h
z .

A comparison of the magnitudes of the SDEF and

SADV forcing terms reveals the dominance of SADV

(SDEF/SADV ; 0.4):

fua
hz � =h

z. 2fug
z � =h

z1 2=
h
u
h
:=

h
(=

h
b) .

Hence, the sources of vertical motion are mainly driven

by the horizontal advection of vertical relative vor-

ticity by the ageostrophic vertical shear. The impor-

tance of including this term in the omega equation was

already demonstrated by Viúdez and Dritschel (2004).

Pallàs-Sanz and Viúdez (2005) found that the most

important forcing term in the generalized omega

equation was the horizontal advection of vertical rel-

ative vorticity by the total vertical shear. We demon-

strate that, for the PUMP eddy, the advection is mainly

due to ageostrophic vertical shear.

The horizontal ASC within the PUMP eddy is anti-

cyclonic (juhj5 jua
h 1 ugj. jugj) and mainly driven by

horizontal advective acceleration, which, in turn, is

dominated by the centripetal acceleration of the flow.

The former methodology used to estimate the hori-

zontal ageostrophic velocity from the residual of the

total (ADCP) horizontal velocity and the geostrophic

velocity carries some uncertainty associated with the

computation of the geostrophic velocity using thermal

wind balance. For the PUMP dataset, the anticlockwise

rotation of the horizontal advective acceleration within

the PUMP eddy core agrees well with the diagnosed

horizontal ASC. Hence, the results suggest that this

method of obtaining the horizontal ASC from centripetal

acceleration is viable but does depend on the quality of

the ADCP measurements.

g. Total vertical fluxes

The vertical heat flux is defined as T 0w0, where

T 0 5T2 hTiH , w0 5w2 hwiH , and h iH represents the

horizontal average within the eddy core. In the same

way, the vertical potential vorticity (P) flux is expressed

FIG. 9. (a) Scaled geostrophic relative vorticity at the sea surface (21m) z0/f in black contours.Wind stress assuming

eddy–wind interaction t is represented by dark gray arrows, while light gray arrows indicate Ekman transport TE.

(b) Vertical motion (mday21) due to Ekman pumpingwEp and due to its (c) linear and (d) nonlinear components. In

(b),(c), and (d) scaled geostrophic relative vorticity contours are plotted in light gray for reference.
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as P0w0. Vertical profiles of the horizontal averages of

both fluxes are shown in Fig. 11. The hT 0w0iH has negative

values between the surface and 100-m depth, indicating

that vertical motions act to cool the upper layers. On the

other hand, below 200-m depth the horizontally averaged

vertical heat flux has positive values, indicating that the

vertical velocity is warming the deeper layers. The verti-

cal profile of the horizontal average of the P flux has

negative values in the upper 100m and is nearly zero

below. This indicates a loss of P in the upper layers. The

intrathermocline eddy temperature anomaly field is

characterized by a cold cap within the seasonal pycno-

cline and a deeper warm core between 200- and 500-m

depth, while the P anomaly field is characterized by

negative values in the seasonal pycnocline (B. Barceló-
Llull et al. 2017). These results suggest that vertical ve-

locity contributes to the maintenance of the typical

characteristics of the intrathermocline eddy.

4. Discussion

The vertical velocity distribution within the intra-

thermocline eddy is mainly characterized by extreme

values at the eddy periphery, while at the eddy center

vertical motions are negligible (Figs. 3, 4). The DCM dis-

tribution reveals higher concentration of chlorophyll-a at

the eddy periphery, while at the eddy center the concen-

tration is minimumwith values similar to those outside the

eddy region (Fig. 5). Annular ring-shaped patterns of CHL

have been observed around anticyclones in different re-

gions of the global ocean from satellite data (McGillicuddy

2016):Mizobata et al. (2002) in theBering Sea,Kahru et al.

(2007) in the Southern Ocean, and José et al. (2014) in the

Mozambique Channel. To explain this eddy boundary

enhancement, two mechanisms have been proposed: lat-

eral entrainment and local enhancement (McGillicuddy

2016). Our results suggest that the higher chlorophyll-

a concentration around the PUMP eddymay be due to the

deeper upwelling cell (Figs. 3c, 4), which would introduce

nutrients to the euphotic layer, while in the upper layers

the small upwelling cells would redistribute the nutrients

within the euphotic layer. The time expected for biological

removal of the introduced nutrients is quicker than that of

the vertical velocity supply/subduction (McGillicuddy

et al. 1998; Mahadevan et al. 2008). Hence, the upwelled

nutrients would be rapidly assimilated by phytoplankton

around the eddy periphery and distributed by the hori-

zontal flow that is several orders of magnitude larger than

the vertical motions.

Several dynamical mechanisms have been proposed

to explain the physical processes responsible for creating

the observed biological patterns within mesoscale

eddies. According to the eddy pumping mechanism, the

FIG. 10. (a) Vertical section along 26.18N of the ageostrophic zonal

velocityua andw.Aunit arrowon themap corresponds to 0.1m s21 for

the zonal component ua and to 1 3 1024m s21 for the vertical com-

ponentw. Horizontal distribution at 165-m depth of (b) the horizontal

ASC and (c) (1/f)uh � =huh. Gray contours represent the potential

density anomaly su, with a contour interval of 0.1 kgm23 in (a).
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doming of the seasonal pycnocline would induce an

input of nutrients and high chlorophyll-a concentra-

tions within the cores of intrathermocline eddies. This

enhancement has been observed in the Sargasso Sea

(McGillicuddy et al. 1998), but it is not the case for the

PUMP eddy (Fig. 5). On the other hand, linear Ekman

pumping, which predicts a monopole of positive vertical

velocities within anticyclonic eddies (Martin and

Richards 2001), has been computed for the PUMP eddy

and is weaker than the nonlinear contribution to the

eddy–wind interaction (Figs. 9c,d). The nonlinear Ekman

pumping within the PUMP eddy induces a dipolar dis-

tribution of w with maximum values of 60.5mday21 at

the base of the Ekman layer, located at 32m. Hence, the

nonlinear Ekman pumping has to be compared with the

horizontal distribution of the diagnosed w in the upper

layers (Fig. 3a). Its multipolar structure differs from the

nonlinear Ekman pumping dipolar pattern; nevertheless,

the wADV contribution within the seasonal pycnocline

(Fig. 7b) is also characterized by a dipolar pattern with

similar maximum values. Hence, the w distribution in the

upper layers may be partly explained by nonlinear Ekman

pumping. On the other hand, the wDEF contribution in the

upper layers (Fig. 7a) is characterized by an octopolar

pattern with alternating upwelling/downwelling cells.

Buongiorno Nardelli (2013) proposed vortex Rossby

waves as a possible mechanism for modulating the vertical

velocity field within mesoscale eddies. Although this hy-

pothesis is difficult to demonstrate, wDEF shows an azi-

muthal wavelike distribution with a wavenumber of 4.

The wADV contribution within the depressed main

pycnocline has a dipolar structure (Fig. 8b) with a broader

and more intense downwelling cell in the west and a

weaker upwelling cell in the east. The nonnegligible

ageostrophic horizontal velocity over the whole water

column (Fig. 10) suggests the possibility of deep wind in-

fluence. On the other hand, wDEF has a quadripolar

structure (Fig. 8a) already predicted by Viúdez and

Dritschel (2003) with a primitive equation model. The w

dipolar structure within an intrathermocline eddy was first

seen south of Fuerteventura by Benítez-Barrios et al.

(2011) from low-resolution in situ data.

5. Conclusions

For the first time we have estimated the ASC within

an anticyclonic intrathermocline eddy from high-

resolution quasi-synoptical 3D observational data. The

intrathermocline eddy is characterized by two different

horizontal distributions ofw. In the seasonal pycnocline,

the w distribution is characterized by alternating up-

welling and downwelling cells located at the eddy pe-

riphery. Below 85-m depth (main pycnocline), the w

distribution changes gradually in depth toward a dipolar

pattern with a downwelling cell on the western edge of

the eddy and an upwelling cell on the eastern edge of the

FIG. 11. Horizontally averaged (a) vertical heat flux hT 0w0iH and

(b) vertical potential vorticity flux hP0w0iH as a function of depth.
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eddy. Maximum values of w of26.4 and 3.4mday21 are

located between 160- and 185-m depth. A similar w

magnitude was found by Benítez-Barrios et al. (2011)

within an intrathermocline eddy south of Fuerteventura

Island. In the upper layers, thewmultipolar distribution

may be the result of a combination of nonlinear Ekman

pumping with modulation by vortex Rossby waves, al-

though the latter is difficult to demonstrate with the

available data (Buongiorno Nardelli 2013). The deeper

w dipolar distribution suggests the possibility of a deep

wind influence through relatively intense ageostrophic

vertical shear. The wDEF contribution in the deeper

layers has a quadripolar distribution already predicted

by theoretical models (Viúdez and Dritschel 2003). The

interaction of both contributions wDEF and wADV gives

rise to the final w dipolar distribution already detected

from low-resolution data byBenítez-Barrios et al. (2011) in
the region of study. The wDEF contribution in the whole

water column is mainly dominated by its geostrophic

counterpart; hence, the w distribution within the PUMP

eddy is mainly driven by both wDEFG and wADV. These

contributions can be interpreted respectively as the hori-

zontal deformation of the density field by the geostrophic

velocity and the advection of vertical relative vorticity by

the ageostrophic vertical shear.

Our observations from in situ data reveal that a typical

intrathermocline eddy under typical atmospheric forc-

ing enhances chlorophyll-a concentration, and this en-

hancement occurs at the eddy periphery instead of at the

eddy center. This coincides with the occurrence of up-

welling cells along the eddy periphery that may bring

nutrients to the euphotic layer. Our analysis suggests

that part of these cells may be result of eddy–wind in-

teraction through nonlinear Ekman pumping, but also

other processes may be at work, such as the plausible

occurrence of vortex Rossby waves.

The horizontal ageostrophic velocity acts to close the

dipolar vertical velocity distribution within the intra-

thermocline eddy. The anticyclonic horizontal ASC is

proportional to the anticlockwise rotation of the hori-

zontal advective acceleration, which is mainly domi-

nated by the centripetal acceleration. Vertical velocities

maintain the intrathermocline eddy structure through

fluxes of heat and potential vorticity. The vertical ve-

locity acts to cool the upper layers and warm the deeper

layers, while contributing to a loss of potential vorticity

in the seasonal pycnocline.

Though more experimental studies are needed to

corroborate the generality of these results, we conclude

that the dipolar distribution of mesoscale vertical ve-

locity in the PUMP eddy is robust and may be ubiqui-

tous in wind-forced and elliptically shaped anticyclonic

intrathermocline eddies in the Canary Eddy Corridor.

This result contrasts with the quadripolar distribution of

w expected in an f plane and nonforced numerical el-

liptical anticyclone (Viúdez and Dritschel 2003). The

reasons for this difference between theory and obser-

vations are expected to be a source of future work.
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